Two methods of lens opacity measurements in glaucomas.
Determination of lens opacity is important in aging glaucoma patients, because sensory testing may be influenced by increasing lens opacity. Purpose of this study was to measure lens opacity in normals and glaucoma patients using two different techniques, to compare both methods, and to correlate the results with contrast sensitivity testing. 94 glaucomatous eyes, 47 ocular hypertensive eyes, and 79 control eyes were studied using the following devices: opacity lens meter (OLM, objective back scatter method), stray light meter (SLM, subjective forward scatter using flicker light), and temporal contrast sensitivity (full-field flicker test). SLM results were separately analyzed at the lower and upper flicker disappearance. All subjects were younger than 66 years and had no significant cataracts. In patients and in normal subjects OLM readings and SLM findings elicited at the upper disappearance point are significantly correlated with age and with each other (R >0.45, P<0.001), while SLM at the lower disappearance point shows no such correlation. In normals, but not in patients, SLM at the lower disappearance point is significantly correlated with temporal contrast sensitivity. Both devices can be used for quantifying lens opacity in glaucoma. SLM readings with increasing light intensity at the lower disappearance point seems to be more influenced by the individual flicker sensitivity than determination of the upper flicker disappearance. Therefore, using the SLM in glaucoma patients, the threshold measurements based on the upper disappearance of the flicker should be used instead of the suggested mean threshold measurements.